Did you know Isidore instructors can control how messages are marked as read in the Forums tool? One option is to automatically mark all messages in a conversation as read, meaning that once a student opens a conversation, all messages are marked as read. **By default, all messages in a single conversation will be marked as read when a student clicks on a message.** The other option is to have students manually mark each message as read. This tip will show you how to modify the “Mark Conversations Read” settings and how to instruct students to mark messages as read in Forums.

“Mark Conversations Read” Setting in Forum and Topic Settings
To access the “Mark All Messages in Conversations Read” settings section, you need to click on either “Forum Settings” or “Topic Settings” from within the Forums tool. The default setting is “yes” (all messages in a single conversation will be marked as read when a student clicks on a conversation). If you want to change this setting so that students have to manually mark conversations as read, please click the radio button next to “No.”

Please note that if you’re modifying the forum settings before any topics are created, you only need to change this setting at the forum level. Any topic you create afterward
will have the desired settings. If you’ve already created your topic(s), you’ll need to adjust the topic setting in every topic.

Marking a Forum Conversation as Read (for Students)

Did you know that you may need to mark individual forum messages as read as you’re reading through the discussion forums? This will ensure that you receive credit for forum posts that you read. If your instructor has set their forums or topics to mark all conversations as read automatically, you can disregard these instructions.

Student View of “Mark Conversation Read” in a Topic

If your instructor has not set their discussion forums to mark all conversations as read automatically, you will need to click on the envelope to the right of individual messages to mark them as read. If you do not click the envelope to indicate that you have read the message, you will not receive credit for reading the message, even if you opened the message.